PRAGUE, CZECH REPUBLIC
SEPTEMBER 30 – OCTOBER 3
Itinerary (subject to change)
Monday, September 30: Transfer from Berlin to Prague
(breakfast included)
08:30 AM

Following breakfast, check-out and meet in the lobby for our departure to Prague by
coach bus.

12:00 PM

In route to Prague, we will stop for lunch near Dresden. Lunch is on your own.

04:30 PM

After lunch we will continue on our way to Prague. Our estimated arrival is in the late
afternoon.

06:00 PM

Once you check-in to your room at the Intercontinental Hotel Prague, join is in the
lobby for an evening walking of Prague. The tour starts from the hotel and the guide will
walk with you along the river and through central narrow streets, where you may see
the ordinary Prague life and listen to mystical stories filling each stone of the center.
Petrin Park is a huge garden on one of the Prague hills, with its own unforgettable
atmosphere of quietness in French styled landscapes and compositions. Enjoy the
sunset in one of the most picturesque and romantic places on Earth. The guide will also
give suggestions on restaurants for dinner

Evening

Dinner is on your own. Enjoy your first evening in Prague!

Tuesday, October 1: Prague
(breakfast included)
08:45 AM

After breakfast, please be in the lobby to depart for a walking tour where we will visit
the Jewish Quarter with entrance to the Cemetery, Frank Kafka square, Old Town
Square, Republic Square, Wenceslas Square, and the National Theatre.

12:00 PM

Lunch is on your own with ample time to explore more of the city.

Afternoon

Free to explore more of Prague on your own.

Evening

Tonight enjoy dinner at one of the many fine restaurants nearby.
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Wednesday, October 2: Prague
(breakfast included)
08:45 AM

After breakfast, please be in the lobby to depart for today’s tour. We will visit the
Strahov Monastery and Library, Prague Castle, Saint Vitus’ Cathedral, Lesser
Quarter and the Kampa Island, and the Charles Bridge.

12:00 PM

Enjoy lunch in one of the many restaurants in the city.

Afternoon/
Evening

You have the afternoon and evening free to explore and experience your final night in
this beautiful city.

Note: If you are participating in the five-night Loch Ness Marathon Tour, you would depart this
afternoon for Inverness, Scotland.
Thursday, October 3: Departures
(breakfast included)
Today you will bid farewell to Prague. Each guest is on their own to transfer to the Vaclav Havel Airport.
The airport is approximately 15KM away so you should allow 20 -30 minutes driving time.
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